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Tips on Improving the Effectiveness of Your Email 

Marketing Messages 

 
By: Victor Luo 

 

Ever since there has been an increased inclination towards starting a small business online, the world of 

online commerce is expanding rapidly and more and more businesses are taking advantage of the 

immense potential of the internet. By starting a small online business not only do you get to be the owner 

of your very own business, you can also reap maximum benefits from the virtual market with minimum 

investment in time and money. Another advantage to launching an online business is that it needs very 

low start-up and maintenance costs. An online business also increases the visibility of your business 

around the globe and keeps it open 24/7 to all your potential customers. 

Through the ever accessible world of the internet, you can easily publicize your business with the help of 

numerous online marketing strategies, most of which are free of cost. Social networking sites such as 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Tagged, Twitter and Myspace provide you with an amazing opportunity to develop an 

expanding network of friends and then market your business to them free of cost. You can also use 

coupon sites, business forums and Google Adsense to drive incremental traffic towards your business 

site. You can also submit your business details to several online business directories to enhance the 

visibility of your business. However, two currently popular trends involve the submission of articles with 

backlinks to your website to numerous online article directories or sending newsletters to all your potential 

customers and prospects. 

Running an email campaign is easy and just needs effective planning to succeed. The primary step to 

starting a successful email campaign, involves a thorough knowledge of your target audience. Ensure that 

your emails and newsletters are free from grammatical and spelling errors. It is prudent to carefully plan 

your writing and adopt measures to improve the effectiveness of your messages. 

After you have signed up with an email service provider, built an email list of potential customers to send 

your newsletters to, and segmented your list, the next step is to design your email messages in a way 

such that they grab instant attention of your target customers. Make sure that the "From" field of your 

email message is your company name; the "Subject" line is short and concise and it focuses on what your 

original message or newsletter contains. These two steps not only grab the immediate interest of your 
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customers through your email message, but they also help your messages avoid the dreaded spam filters 

of mail boxes. 

You should pay close attention to the design of your emails, message content, link placement and other 

factors to run a highly effective email marketing campaign. It is also a good practice that you test different 

versions of your email marketing message to compare outcomes. Choose the version that works best and 

advertises your business to your prospective clients in an impressive way. 

Make sure that you regularly update email addresses of potential customers in your email list and weed 

out old addresses from it. Ensure that you send your customers email messages at regular intervals. 

However, you must avoid sending newsletters or articles more than 4 times a month. Sporadic messaging 

may yield poor results because it causes confusion and decreases your prospects’ interest in your email 

messages. It is a good idea to offer people with an option to choose the frequency of email message 

delivery, on the subscription form. 
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